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Abstract. The Center-TRACON Automation System (CTAS) is a col-

lection of planning and control software functions that generate landing
schedules and advisories to assist air trac controllers in handling trac
in the en-route and terminal areas. In this paper, we propose a formal
safety analysis methodology to determine the correctness of CTAS with
respect to safety. Four large classes of safety notions are identi ed for the
CTAS problem: nominal, robust, structural and degraded. For nominal
safety questions we seek conditions under which the system is guaranteed
to be nominally safe.

1 Introduction
The increasing demand for air travel has spurred the development of tools to
increase airspace utilization, smooth air trac ow and reduce fuel consumption,
time delays and controller workload. In an e ort to meet these objectives, NASA
has developed the Center-TRACON Automation System (CTAS) [1]. CTAS is a
collection of planning and control functions which generate advisories to assist,
but not replace, the controllers in handling trac in the Center and TRACON
areas.
The structure and functionality of CTAS are brie y discussed in Section 2.
CTAS is a large scale, safety critical software system, that should ideally be
validated before it is deployed. The validation process is complicated by the
fact that the overall system is hybrid, as the (primarily) discrete dynamics of
the algorithm are coupled with the continuous dynamics of the aircraft and the
human operators. We present a formal approach to the safety analysis of the
CTAS system. We view our work as a rst step towards the development of a
general methodology for the analysis of large scale, hybrid software systems2 .
Our methodology proceeds in the following steps:
Research supported by the FAA and NASA under Research Contract DTFA03-97D-0004 and Grant 96-C-001 and by the Army Research Oce under Grant DAAH
04-95-1-0588.
2 For another example of such a system in air trac control see [2].
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{ System Modeling: The CTAS system is modeled in the Hybrid InputOutput Automata formalism (Section 3).
{ Safety Speci cation: We identify notions of safety and determine the de-

sired system speci cation. We consider four classes of safety measures: nominal, robust, structural and degraded safety (Section 4).
{ Safety Analysis: Given the CTAS model in the hybrid input-output automata formalism and the nominal safety speci cation, deductive techniques
will be used to determine conditions under which the system satis es the
speci cation. To tackle the complexity of the analysis, high level speci cations (at the level of CTAS) are partitioned to sub speci cations for the lower
level components. The components are analyzed individually to determine
whether they meet the corresponding speci cations. The proof for the overall CTAS system is composed from the component proofs using abstraction
relations.

2 CTAS Overview
The Air Trac Control system consists of three types of control facilities: Air
Route Trac Control Centers (Centers) which control en-route ights, Terminal Radar and Approach Control facilities (TRACON) which control arriving
and departing ights within 30 nautical miles of airports and Airport Control
Towers which control trac in the immediate vicinity of the airport and on the
ground. In the United States there are 20 Centers and over 400 TRACONs.
The Center-TRACON Automation System provides advisories for the air trafc controllers, in an attempt to increase airspace utilization, reduce delays, fuel
consumption and controller workload and improve safety. CTAS consists of three
main components:

{ Trac Management Advisor (TMA)
{ Descent Advisor (DA)
{ Final Approach Spacing Tool (FAST)

TMA [3] and DA [4] coexist and operate in Center airspace whereas FAST [5]
operates as a stand alone in TRACON airspace. Even though currently CTAS
deals only with arrival trac, future versions will incorporate the User Preferred
Routing tool (UPR) [6] for en route trac to support Free Flight [7] and the
Expedited Departure Path tool (EDP) for departure trac. UPR and EDP will
coexist with TMA and DA in the Center Airspace whereas FAST will be in
charge of all terminal area trac. Currently, stand alone versions of TMA and
FAST are being eld tested at Dallas-Fort Worth whereas DA is being eld
tested at Denver.

2.1 CTAS Architecture
The architecture of CTAS is shown in Figure 1. CTAS is a human centered
control system. It receives information from the aircraft and computes schedules

and advisories, which are then transmitted to the aircraft by the controllers.
The feedback nature of the architecture makes CTAS reactive. If aircraft do not
follow the advisories or controllers manually change the landing schedule, CTAS
will readjust and produce new advisories in the next computation cycle. Thought
of as a large input-output system, CTAS receives input from:

{ Controllers: The Trac Management Coordinator (TMC), who resides in a

Center, sets the capacity and acceptance rates for various runways, airports
and the TRACON and can alter the landing sequence or schedule. The Center and TRACON controllers may select particular routes or runways for
particular aircraft and impose constraints on the landing sequence or routing. Controller preferences are inputed through graphical user interfaces: the
TMA Graphical User Interface (TGUI), which is used by the TMC, and the
Plainview Graphical User Interface (PGUI), which is used by all Center and
TRACON controllers.
{ Radar Daemon: The radar daemon periodically receives aircraft state information regarding position, altitude, speed, aircraft type and ight plan.
{ Weather Daemon: The weather daemon receives weather information from
the National Weather Service. Currently the weather reports include wind,
temperature and pressure pro les in the form of a three dimensional grid
whose edge length is 50 miles. The weather reports are updated every hour
and contain forecasts for the next three hours.

Internally, CTAS utilizes detailed databases which include aircraft, aerodynamic
and engine models for all aircraft types. These models are used to perform accurate trajectory prediction for each aircraft. Other databases contain information
on the local airspace structure in terms of way-points and routes, site adaptation data such as TRACON, airport and runway con gurations and site speci c
constraints. A Communication Manager supports the internal communication of
data between the various processes. After all internal calculations are performed,
the main outputs of CTAS are:

{ Landing Schedules: CTAS performs runway allocation for all arriving

aircraft and produces a time-line schedule and sequence for each runway.
Scheduling is initially performed in the Center Area by the TMA and the
output is graphically displayed on the TGUI which is used by the TMC.
Once in the TRACON area, FAST recomputes and overrides the previous
schedule. The new schedule is then displayed on the PGUI.
{ Advisories: CTAS also computes heading, altitude and speed advisories.
DA provides the advisories in Center airspace whereas FAST provides advisories in the terminal area. The advisories are displayed on the GUIs and
are then transmitted by voice from the controllers to the aircraft.
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Fig. 1. CTAS Architecture

3 Hybrid Input-Output Automata
In this section we give a brief overview of a model for the CTAS system. In
Section 3.1 we outline the modeling formalism (a formal discussion can be found
in [8]) and discuss the features that make it ideal for modeling the CTAS system.
In Section 3.2 we show how models can be constructed in this framework for one
of the CTAS components, the FAST algorithm.

3.1 Overview of the Modeling Framework
Based on the work of [8], we consider a hybrid automaton, A, as a dynamical system that describes the evolution of a nite collection of variables, VA .
Variables are typed; for each v 2 VA let type(v) denote the type of v. For each
Z  VA , a valuation of Z is a function that to each v 2 Z assigns a value in
type(v). Let Z denote the set of valuations of Z ; we refer to s 2 VA as a system

state. In this paper we assume that the evolution of the variables is over the set
T 0 = ft 2 Rjt  0g. The evolution of the variables involves both continuous
and discrete dynamics. Continuous dynamics are encoded in terms of trajectories
over VA , that is functions that map intervals of the time axis to VA . Discrete
dynamics are encoded by actions. Upon the occurrence of an action the system
state instantaneously \jumps" to a new value. We use A to denote the set of
actions that a ect the evolution of A.
Formally, a hybrid automaton, A = (UA ; XA ; YA ; Ain ; Aint ; Aout ; A ; DA ; WA ),
is a collection of:
{ Three disjoint sets UA, XA, and YA of variables, called input, internal, and
output variables, respectively. We set VA = UA [ XA [ YA .
{ Three disjoint sets Ain, Aint , and Aout of actions, called input, internal, and
output actions, respectively. We set A = Ain [ Aint [ Aout.
{ A non-empty set A  VA of initial states.
{ A set DA  VA  A  VA of discrete transitions.
{ A set WA of trajectories over VA.
Some technical axioms are imposed on the above sets to guarantee that the
de nitions are consistent.
An execution, , of the hybrid automaton A is a nite or in nite alternating
sequence = w0 a1 w1 a2 w2   , where for all i, ai 2 A , wi 2 WA de ned over a
left closed time interval, fstate(w0 ) 2 A , if is a nite sequence then it ends
with a trajectory and if wi is not the last trajectory its domain is right-closed
and (lstate(wi ); ai+1 ; fstate(wi+1 )) 2 DA . Here fstate(w) and lstate(w) denote
the initial and nal states of a trajectory w. An execution is called nite if it is
a nite sequence and the domain of its nal trajectory is a right-closed interval.
A state s 2 VA is called reachable if it is the last state of a nite execution.
To capture the evolution of an HIOA from the point of view of the \outside world" the notion of a trace is introduced. Roughly speaking a trace is an
execution projected to the external (input and output) variables and actions.
Two automata A and B are called comparable if they have the same external
interface. If A and B are comparable, then we say that A implements B if the
hybrid traces of A are a subset of those of B . Typically one thinks of B as a
speci cation and A as an implementation of the speci cation. A speci cation is
usually a more abstract description that imposes weaker restrictions on the system behavior. Proving that one hybrid automaton implements another can be a
complicated task. Usually it is broken up in a series of steps, where the abstract
speci cation is progressively re ned. At each step implementation is proved using simulation relations. A simulation from A to B is a relation R  VA  VB
such that (roughly speaking) two states, r of A and s of B , are related through
R if from state s B can reproduce any move that A makes from r (discrete or
continuous) by a hybrid execution which is indistinguishable from the move of
A from the point of view of the outside world. The nal states of the two moves
should again be related by R.
Hybrid automata \communicate" through shared variables and shared actions. Consider two automata A and B with XA \ VB = XB \ VA = YB \ YA = ;

and Bint \ A = Aint \ B = Aout \ Bout = ;. Under some mild technical assumptions, the composition, A  B , of A and B can be de ned as a new
hybrid automaton with UAB = (UA [ UB ) n (YA [ YB ), XAB = XA [ XB ,
YAB = YA [ YB (similarly for the actions). AB , DAB and WAB are such
that the executions of A  B are also executions of each automaton when restricted to its variables and actions. It can be shown that composition respects
implementation.
A derived variable of A is a function on VA . Derived variables will be used
to simplify the system description, but also to facilitate the analysis. A property
of A is a boolean derived variable. A property is stable if whenever it is true at
some state it is also true at all states reachable from that state. A property is
invariant if it is true at all reachable states. Typically properties will be shown
to be stable or invariant by an induction argument on the length of an execution.
In some places di erential equations will be used to simplify the description
of the set WA . In such cases WA is assumed to be populated by all trajectories generated by the di erential equation in the usual way. To simplify the
description of DA , we will assign a precondition and an e ect to each action. The
precondition is a predicate on VA while the e ect is a predicate on VA  VA .
The action can take place only from states that satisfy the precondition; moreover, the states before and after the transition should be such that the e ect is
satis ed.
The following properties of the HIOA formalism are especially useful for
CTAS modeling:
1. Descriptive Power: The modeling formalism provides a uniform framework in which one can describe the evolution of general classes of variables,
ranging from real and integer numbers (with their associated mathematical
structure) to abstract high level data types typically found in a computer
program.
2. Hybrid Dynamics: The formalism allows us to capture continuous and
discrete dynamics and the interaction between the two.
3. Compositionality: The modeling formalism allows us to build up the description of the complicated CTAS system by combining simpler entities.
4. Abstraction: The notion of speci cation and implementation allows us to
describe the system at various levels of abstraction. This provides a way of
showing that the CTAS code satis es a speci cation through a sequence of
progressive re nement. Abstraction also allows us to structure proofs hierarchically, with simulation relations connecting the levels of the proof hierarchy.

3.2 Formal CTAS Model
The CTAS system will be modeled as an interconnection of a number of components (Figure 2). In this section we will show how the input{output interaction
between these components can be captured by appropriate hybrid automata.
The models given here will be \high level"; in a number of places we will use
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derived variables to represent parts of the algorithm, the air trac controller behavior, etc. for which we can not provide explicit expressions at this stage. The
model can be re ned until it contains sucient details to carry out meaningful
safety analysis. The re nement primarily involves providing explicit expressions
for these derived variables. Here we will brie y discuss the operation of all the
components shown in Figure 2. For the time being we restrict our attention to
FAST; the remaining CTAS components can be similarly modeled. Examples of
HIOA pseudo-code for FAST can be found in the appendix; for more examples
see [9].
Aircraft Model: The system we consider consists of N aircraft, labeled 1; : : : ; N .
Each aircraft, i, is modeled by a hybrid automaton, Ai = (UA , XA , YA , Ain ,
Aint , Aout , A , DA , WA ). At this stage we assume that the aircraft evolution is
not a ected by any actions, input, output or internal (A = Ain [ Aint [ Aout =
; and hence DA = ;). At a later stage appropriate actions can be added to model
discrete changes in the physical system, such as malfunctions.
Each aircraft is identi ed by its type, for example, TurboJet, 747, etc. This
information is stored in an internal variable Typei . The physical movement of
the aircraft is summarized by the trajectories of its position and velocity. Let
pi = (xi ; yi ; zi ) 2 R3 , vi = (vix ; viy ; viz ) 2 R3 be the position and velocity of the
aircraft with respect to some xed reference frame on the ground. The motion
of the aircraft is in uenced by the commands of the pilot and the environmental
conditions. Let ai represent the pilot commands (for the engine, control surfaces,
aps, etc.) and wi the environmental conditions at the current position of aircraft
i (wind and temperature for example). We assume that all trajectories in WA
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satisfy the di erential equation:






p_i (t) =
vi (t)
v_i (t)
f (Typei ; vi (t); ai (t); wi (t))



(1)

We set YA = fTypei ; pi ; vi g, UA = fai ; wi g and XA = ;. The function f returns
the acceleration of the aircraft, which will in general depend on the aircraft type,
the aircraft velocity, the commands of the pilot and the weather conditions.
The aircraft automaton is only partly speci ed at this stage. We still need
to provide an expression for the derived variable f . This expression is likely to
be very complicated. For the preliminary safety analysis we start with simple
formulas (such as f = ai ); more accurate expressions can be obtained from the
aircraft model database used by CTAS.
Environment Model: We assume that the motion of each aircraft is in uenced
by the wind and temperature at its current position. To encode this information
we introduce a hybrid automaton E = (UE , XE , YE , Ein , Eint , Eout , E ,
DE , WE ). The environment automaton has no internal, input or output actions
(E = ;) and no internal variables (XE = ;). Its inputs are the positions of
all aircraft, (UE = fpi gNi=1 ) and its outputs (denoted by wi 2 R4 ) are the wind
magnitude and direction and the temperature at each one of these positions
(YE = fwi gNi=1 ). The environmental conditions are encoded by a function W :
R+  R3 ! R4 , that returns the wind and temperature at the current time and
the given location.
The environment model is only partly speci ed at this stage. To complete
the description we need to provide an expression for the derived variable W . We
propose to start with very simple expressions (e.g. W constant as a function of
time) and re ne them at a later stage, as the description of the automata that
make use of the weather information n (the aircraft and the weather daemon
soon to be speci ed) becomes more detailed.
Radar Automaton: CTAS obtains information about the state of each aircraft
through radar. We model the radar by a hybrid automaton R = (UR , XR , YR ,
Rin , Rint , Rout, R , DR , WR ). The input variables of R are the positions
and velocities of all aircraft (UR = fpi ; vi gNi=1 ) while the output variables of R
are estimates of these quantities, denoted by p^i and v^i (YR = fp^i ; v^i gNi=1 ). At
this stage the radar automaton is assumed to have no input or internal actions
(Rin = Rint = ;).
The information that the radar provides about the aircraft is quantized spatially and sampled temporally. We assume that the output variables of the radar
automaton fall within an interval centered at the \correct" values dictated by
the actual state of the system. Let nP 2 R3 and nV 2 R3 denote the width
of the intervals for p^i and v^i respectively. At this stage we assume nP and nV
are constant; these quantities may become internal variables later on, to model
variations of the accuracy of sensing with position and environmental conditions,
for example. The output variables of the radar are updated every T^r seconds,
upon the occurrence of an output action Sampler . We set Rout = fSampler g.
An internal variable Tr 2 R keeps track of the time that has elapsed since the
i

i

i

last sample. T^r is typically of the order of a few seconds. Once values for nP , nV
and T^r are available the radar automaton will be completely speci ed.
Weather Daemon: CTAS also obtains information about the environmental
conditions in the vicinity of each aircraft. This information is provided by a
hybrid automaton D = (UD , XD , YD , Din , Dint , Dout , D , DD , WD ). D is
very similar to the radar automaton R. D has no input or internal actions
(Din = Dint = ;). Its input variables are the weather conditions at the location
of each aircraft (UR = fwi gNi=1 ) and its output variables are estimates of these
quantities denoted by w^i (YR = fw^i gNi=1 ). w^i are quantized to within nw 2 R4
of the real environmental conditions and sampled every T^w time units, upon the
occurrence of an output action Samplew .
The FAST Automaton: The FAST algorithm itself will be encoded by a hyin ,  int ,  out ,
brid automaton FAST = (UFAST , XFAST , YFAST, FAST
FAST FAST
FAST , DFAST , WFAST). The input variables of FAST are the output variables of the radar and weather daemon automata and type information from
the aircraft automata. Overall, UFAST = YR [ YD [ fTypei gNi=1 . FAST provides advisories to the air trac controllers for all aircraft, YFAST = fadvi gNi=1 .
An internal variable, FAST AC  f1; : : : ; N g, is used to store the labels of
all aircraft currently in the TRACON. It is assumed that for aircraft not currently in the TRACON (i 62 FAST AC) a default advisory advi = ? (undened) is issued. For aircraft in the TRACON, the nature of the advisory depends on the version of FAST. This information is stored in an internal variable
Version 2 fActive; Passiveg. If Version = Passive, the advisory for each aircraft
consists of a runway assignment and a landing sequence. If Version = Active,
FAST also provides heading, altitude or speed commands. At this stage we model
these commands as a position in the x ? y plane, P , and a number, V , that encodes a desired heading altitude or speed; the interpretation is that the pilot is
asked to guide the aircraft to P and achieve V by the time it gets there. The advisory calculations involve the degrees of freedom available to each aircraft and
are restricted by sequencing constraints imposed by the air trac controllers.
This information is stored in internal variables dofi and Constraints. Overall,
XFAST = fFAST AC; Constraints; Versiong [ fdofi gNi=1 .
The evolution of the FAST automaton is disrupted by input actions. After
each action the advisories for all aircraft currently in the TRACON are recalculated. The calculation is encoded by a derived variable Calculate Advisory.
Input actions Sampler and Samplew are the output actions of the radar and
weather daemon automata respectively. Their role is to recalculate the advisories whenever new data becomes available. Input action Center Hando (i)
occurs when aircraft i enters the TRACON. It represents the hand-o of aircraft from the Center to the TRACON air trac controllers and is assumed to
be the output of a hybrid automaton modeling the air trac controllers. The
e ect of Center Hando (i) is to add aircraft i to the list of aircraft currently
in the TRACON, initialize its possible degrees of freedom and recalculate the
advisories for all aircraft. The degrees of freedom are initialized according to
a derived variable Default dof(i), whose \output" will typically depend on the

aircraft type, the point of entry into the TRACON, the weather, etc.
The TRACON air trac controller in uences the evolution of FAST through
three input actions. Using action Constrain Order(i; j ), the controller can force
FAST to schedule aircraft i before aircraft j . The e ect of this action is to add
(i; j ) to the list of sequencing constraints maintained by FAST and recalculate
the advisories. Constrain dof(i; dof) allows the controller to reduce the degrees
of freedom that FAST considers for aircraft i. Upon occurrence of the action
FAST removes the speci ed degree of freedom from the list dofi and recalculates
the advisories. Finally, the action Tower Hando (i) occurs when aircraft i lands
and is handed-o to the tower controllers. The e ect of the action is to remove i
from the list of aircraft currently in the TRACON, together with all sequencing
constraints involving i on the remaining aircraft. The advisories for the remaining
aircraft are recalculated.
To complete the description of the FAST automaton we need to provide
expressions for the derived variables Default dof(i) and Calculate Advisory. The
expressions need to be extracted from the FAST documentation.
Air Trac Controller Model: The air trac controllers are modeled by
in ,  int ,  out ,
a hybrid automaton, ATC = (UATC , XATC , YATC , ATC
ATC ATC
ATC , DATC , WATC ). The inputs to ATC are the advisories from FAST
as well as all the information available for each aircraft. Overall UATC =
fadvi ; Typei ; p^i ; v^i ; w^i gNi=1 . As at this stage we are only concerned with the FAST
operation, ATC will primarily model the TRACON air trac controllers. The
only function of the Center air trac controllers in this setting is to feed aircraft into the TRACON, by executing action Center Hando (i). We assume
that the Center contains a number of aircraft, whose labels are stored in an
internal variable Center AC. An aircraft gets removed from this list and is
handed o to the TRACON controller upon the occurrence of output action
Center Hando (i). The precondition of the action is a boolean derived variable
Center Hando Condition(i).
The TRACON controller may choose not to follow a particular advisory or
to follow it after some delay. This information is stored in the boolean internal
variables Followi and the real internal variables di . We assume that the controller
keeps track of the previous advisory issued by CTAS for aircraft i in an internal variable Old Advisoryi . Old Advisoryi is used to trigger an internal action
New Advisoryi . Upon occurrence of the action the controller decides whether
the new advisory will be followed and selects a delay. If the controller chooses
to follow the advisory, the speed, altitude or heading command is transmitted
to the pilot of aircraft i after a delay di , upon the occurrence of an output action Sendi . If the controller chooses not to follow the advisory or if FAST is
\passive" the transmitted command is assumed to be determined by a derived
variable Independent Choice(i). Our model also allows controllers to issue independent commands in between the FAST advisories, whenever a boolean derived
variable Independent Choice Condition(i) becomes true.
The controller can in uence FAST through actions Constrain Order(i; j ) and
Constrain dof(i; dof). The preconditions for these actions are encoded by boolean

internal variables Order Condition(i; j ) and DOF Condition(i; dof). We assume
that the controller keeps track of the constraints it has previously issued. This
will allow us to make the controller model more realistic later on (for example,
require that the controller does not issue contradictory constraints). Finally, the
TRACON controller decides when the aircraft has landed and hands it o to the
tower controllers. This \action" is encoded by Tower Hando . The precondition
for this action is a boolean derived variable Tower Hando Condition(i).
The controller model requires expressions for Center Hando Condition(i),
Order Condition(i; j ), DOF Condition(i; dof), Independent Choice Condition(i),
Independent Choice(i) and Tower Hando Condition(i). Obtaining expressions
for these variables is likely to be a major challenge, as it involves understanding
the complicated decision making process of the human air trac controllers.
To start the safety analysis we will assume that FAST is active, the controller
always follows the proposed advisories, never imposes additional constraints and
hands o the aircraft to the tower at the runway threshold.
Communication Channel: Communicating commands to the pilots is achieved
through communication channel automata, Ci . Each automaton has an input action Sendi (command), whose e ect is to store the command together with a time
stamp in an internal multi-set. The message is delivered (and removed from the
multi set) upon occurrence of the output action Receivei (command). Delivery is
guaranteed by at most dci time units from the time the message was sent.
Pilot Model: Finally, the pilot is modeled by a hybrid automaton Pi . Pi accepts
input information about the aircraft and the air trac controller commands
(obtained through the input action Receivei (command)) and produces input ai
for the aircraft automaton. Similar to the air trac controllers, a pilot is given the
freedom to ignore an ATC command. His/her decision is stored in an internal
variable Followpi . If the pilot chooses to follow a particular command he/she
responds after some delay (encoded by input variable dpi ). In this case, ai is
chosen according to a derived variable Comply. Otherwise, ai is chosen according
to a derived variable Not Comply. Expressions for these derived variables are
needed to complete the description of the pilot automaton. These expressions
may again be hard to obtain as they involve modeling the response of the human
pilots and/or the autopilots.

4 Safety Notions
The performance evaluation of large scale systems like CTAS is a very complex
process. Various metrics quantitatively measure system performance and allow
comparisons between di erent designs. The three most prominent performance
areas for CTAS are:

{ Safety, which receives top priority
{ Economic considerations, such as minimizing fuel and operating costs as

well as time delays. Other considerations, such as passenger comfort can also
be included in this category.

{ Reduction of controller workload and, more generally, increasing situational awareness of controllers.

Even though all three aspects of the system performance are important, and
the interaction between them is very interesting, here we will concentrate on
questions of safety. We classify of safety questions into:

{
{
{
{

Nominal Safety: considers safety under nominal conditions
Robust Safety: questions the robustness of the nominal safety claims,
Structural Safety: questions of safety under structural changes in CTAS
Degraded Safety: considers safety questions in degraded operation.

The above classes of safety measures will be used to determine not whether
CTAS is safe but whether CTAS is safer than the current system. The outcome
may also depend on the metric used. For example, CTAS may be safer than the
current system under nominal operation but not as safe in degraded operation.
For the time being we restrict our attentions to safety questions when the
system operation is nominal (in a sense \perfect"). We assume that operation is
nominal if:

{ Nominal CTAS: We start with xed and reliable version of the CTAS
algorithms.
{ Faultless Operation: There are no hardware malfunctions, no emergency
situations (such as aircraft low on fuel), and the environmental conditions
are benign.
{ Accurate Models: The models used by CTAS can accurately predict aircraft movement. This includes the aircraft dynamical models and the weather
models. In addition there is no uncertainty in sensors or parameters. For
nominal analysis both controllers and pilots can be modeled by a variable
delay that nondeterministically takes values in a bounded interval.

Under nominal conditions we can ask the following very precise safety questions
which can be thought of as the CTAS nominal safety speci cation:

{ Completeness: Will CTAS issue an advisory in every situation?
{ Consistency: Will CTAS issue the same advisory in identical situations?
{
{
{
{

Consistency is related to controller workload since system predictability increases situational awareness.
Stability: Are the CTAS outputs stable? This is also related to controller
workload since advisory changes reduce situational awareness.
Separation Requirements: Loss of separation could be catastrophic and
cannot be tolerated.
Implementability: Are the CTAS advisories implementable? Do CTAS
advisories satisfy constraints imposed by aircraft dynamics (e.g. stall conditions)?
Delay: What is the e ect of delay (in the radar, weather daemon, controller
and pilot responses) in the system?

{ Capacity Limits: What is the maximum possible TRACON capacity or

runway acceptance rate for which CTAS can maintain safety? This is related
to cost/bene t analysis.

The above list of high level CTAS speci cations is re ned to the lower levels
of the hierarchical structure shown in Figure 3, to derive nominal safety specications for the CTAS subsystems. Speci cations at the level of TMA, DA and
FAST can be further decomposed into speci cations for lower subsystems and
functions (the Route Analyzer (RA), Trajectory Synthesizer (TS), Pro le Selector (PFS), Dynamic Planner (DP), etc.) resulting in a set of nominal safety
speci cations for each component.
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Fig. 3. CTAS Hierarchical Speci cation Re nement
Whether CTAS satis es the speci cations will depend on the initial con guration and the system parameters. Our safety analysis methodology for nominal
safety will determine the range of con gurations and parameter values for which
the CTAS advisories are safe. For example, this will involve determining the
rate at which FAST can accept and safely land aircraft that enter through the
TRACON gates, for a given runway con guration. As the ow of aircraft to
the TRACON gates is determined by the Center TMA, the TMA must in turn
guarantee that this ow constraint is not violated. Nominal safety notions try to
determine conditions under which the nominal system meets the desired speci cation. In general the more relaxed the conditions are, the safer the nominal
system is. For example, if CTAS can safely handle a ow rate of 60 aircraft an
hour in the TRACON under nominal conditions, then it is likely to be more
robust than a similar system that can safely handle 50 aircraft an hour.
Given the nominal safety speci cations for the various CTAS systems, the
next three classes of safety notions try to measure the e ect of uncertainty,
structural changes and failures to the nominal safety issues.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a framework for the modeling, speci cation and safety analysis of
the Center-TRACON Automation System (CTAS) is proposed. We believe that
this \system theoretic" perspective can prove very fruitful not only for the CTAS
problem, but also more generally for the veri cation of complex, hybrid software
systems (see for example [2] for the application of this methodology to the Trac
Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)). The discussion presented in this
paper is only a rst step in the veri cation process of CTAS. Some of the safety
questions we formulate are challenging and may require extending the state-ofthe-art analysis and veri cation techniques.
Acknowledgments: The authors would like to thank Darren Cofer and Rosa Weber from Honeywell Technology Center and Nancy Lynch from the Laboratory
for Computer Science at MIT for their contributions at various phases of this
project.
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A FAST Automaton Pseudo-Code
Data Types:
Runways = f17L; 17R; : : :g
Types = fTurboJet; 747; DC ? 10; : : :g
Aircraft = f1; : : : ; N g  N
Commands = f(P; V; K )g with P 2 R2 , V 2 R, K 2 fHeading; Speed; Altitudeg
Commands? = Commands [ f?g
Advisories = f(r; s; c)g with r 2 Runways, s 2 f1; : : : ; N g, c 2 Commands?
Advisories? = Advisories [ f?g
Weather = f(Wind; Temperature)g  R4
Variables:
Input:
w^i 2 Weather for all i 2 Aircraft
p^i 2 R3 for all i 2 Aircraft
v^i 2 R3 for all i 2 Aircraft
Typei 2 Types for all i 2 Aircraft
Internal:
FAST AC  Aircraft, initially ;
dofi  DOF, initially ;
Constraints  Aircraft  Aircraft, initially ;
Version 2 fActive; Pasiveg, initially arbitrary
Output:
advi 2 Advisories? for all i 2 Aircraft, initially ?
Derived:
Default dof(i)  DOF, for all i 2 Aircraft
Calculate Advisory 2 Bool
Actions:
Input:
e, the environment action
Center Hando (i), i 2 Aircraft
Constrain Order(i; j ), i; j 2 Aircraft
Constrain dof(i; dof), i 2 Aircraft, dof 2 DOF
Tower Hando (i), i 2 Aircraft
Samples
Samplew

Discrete Transitions:
e:
E ect: arbitrarily reset the input variables
Center Hando (i):
E ect:

FAST AC := FAST ACi [ fig
dofi := Default dof(i)
for j 2 FAST AC, choose advj so that Calculate Advisory becomes true
Constrain Order(i; j ):

E ect:

Constraints := Constraints [ f(i; j )g
for j 2 FAST AC, choose advj so that Calculate Advisory becomes true
Constrain dof(i; dof):

E ect:

dofi := dofi n fdofg
for j 2 FAST AC, choose advj so that Calculate Advisory becomes true
Tower Hando (i):

E ect:

FAST AC := FAST AC n fig
dofi := ;
Constraints := Constraints n [Nj=1 (f(i; j )g [ f(j; i)g)
for j 2 FAST AC, choose advj so that Calculate Advisory becomes true
Samples and Samplew :

E ect:

for j 2 FAST AC, choose advj so that Calculate Advisory becomes true

Trajectories:

Input variables follow arbitrary trajectories
Output variables remain constant
Trajectories stop once the precondition of Tower Hando (i) becomes true

This article was processed using the LATEX macro package with LLNCS style

